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A Russian victory is an Iranian victory. Moscow and Tehran have formed a 
military bloc with the aim of defeating the United States and its allies in the 
Middle East, Europe, and around the world. Russian and Iranian military forces 
have been fighting alongside one another in Syria for nearly a decade. The Russians have 
given Iran advanced air defenses and access to other military technologies and 
techniques, in addition to a front-row seat observing their efforts to defeat American and 
NATO missile defenses in Ukraine.[1] The Iranians in turn have given the Russians 
drones and access to drone technologies, including assisting with the construction of a 
massive factory to turn out thousands of Iranian drones in Russia.[2] Furthermore, 
Russian support to Iran has been limited in part because of the setbacks Russia has 
suffered in Ukraine. A victorious Russia will be free to give Iran the advanced aircraft and 
missile technologies Tehran has long sought.[3] If Russia gains control of Ukraine’s 
resources, as it seeks to do, it will be able to rebuild its own military and help Iran at the 
same time. Those concerned with the growth of Iran’s military power, 
ambitions, and aggression in the Middle East must recognize the degree to 
which Iran’s fortunes rise and fall with Russia’s. 
 
The Russo-Iranian military coalition was formed in 2015 when Islamic 
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) Quds Force Commander Major General 
Qassem Soleimani went to Moscow to seek help in keeping Bashar al Assad 
in power in Syria.[4] The Russians sent their own combat aircraft, intelligence and 
electronic warfare assets, and SPETSNAZ (special forces), along with a limited contingent 
of ground forces to help Soleimani.[5] Russian forces provided air support to Iranian 
troops and proxies, including Lebanese Hezbollah and Iranian-controlled Iraqi militias, 
fighting against the anti-Assad opposition—especially the part of that opposition that the 
United States supported.[6] Russian forces remain in Syria to this day, operating in 
support of the expanding Iranian presence there.[7] 
The Iranians learned a great deal from the combined military operations they conducted 
with the Russians in Syria, including how to plan and conduct complex ground campaigns 
and how to incorporate fixed-wing air support with ground troops.[8] The Russians 
benefited in turn by establishing a major airbase near Latakia and a naval base at Tartus, 
both effectively defended by the ground forces of Assad, Iran, and Iranian 
proxies.[9] Russian air and naval forces remain in both locations. 
The Russians entered the Syrian Civil War ostensibly to fight the Islamic State of Iraq and 
al Sham (ISIS), but they did little against ISIS. Their main focus was on helping Assad 
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destroy the moderate opposition and retaining, then solidifying his hold on 
power.[10] The Russian forces in Syria regularly interfered with and constrained the 
operations of US aircraft attempting to support US forces and allies who were actually 
fighting ISIS.[11] The Russians forced the United States to establish deconfliction 
procedures that effectively divided Syria in half.[12] The United States and its partners 
focused on defeating ISIS in the northeast, while the Russians and the Iranians focused 
on strengthening their positions in the southwest even as ISIS retained positions 
there.[13] 
 
Russo-Iranian military cooperation has expanded dramatically since 
Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine. The Iranians began sending hundreds of 
reconnaissance and long-range attack drones to Russia in August 2022 as the Russians 
exhausted their supply of missiles.[14] Those drones let Russia maintain and increase its 
pressure on Ukrainian air defenses even as it worked to expand production and 
modification of its own missile systems. The Iranians even helped Russia build a massive 
factory in the Republic of Tatarstan able to produce thousands of such drones.[15] Iran 
will use that system to defend against any US or Israeli operation should conflict escalate 
in the Middle East. The Russians have given Syria short-range air defense systems such 
as the Pantsir, which Syrian forces reportedly used in vain attempts to shoot down Israeli 
aircraft.[16] 
 
Russian and Iranian military officials have been closely coordinating mutual military and 
security assistance. Iranian Law Enforcement Commander Brigadier General Ahmad 
Reza Radan, who is responsible for internal security and repression in Iran, flew to 
Moscow in June 2023 to discuss expanding cooperation on internal security matters with 
Russian security service heads.[17] Radan’s visit notably occurred a few days after the 
failed armed mutiny of Wagner Group financier Yevgeny Prigozhin, which prompted a 
renewed emphasis on Russian internal security. The Iranian army’s Ground Forces 
Commander Brigadier General Kiomars Heydari met with his Russian counterpart, 
General Oleg Salyukov, in August 2023 to discuss increasing cooperation.[18] Russian 
Minister of Defense Sergei Shoigu went to Tehran in September 2023 for the same 
purpose.[19] IRGC Aerospace Forces Commander Brigadier General Amir Ali Hajji Zadeh 
took Shoigu on a tour of Iran’s drone, missile, and air defense arsenal at the IRGC 
Aerospace Forces headquarters.[20] Shoigu also met Iranian Minister of Defense and 
Armed Forces Logistics Brigadier General Mohammad Reza Ashtiani on that trip.[21] The 
Chief of Iran’s Armed Forces General Staff (roughly equivalent to the US Chairman of the 
Joint Chief of Staff), Major General Mohammad Bagheri, spoke with Shoigu on October 
19, 2023, to discuss the Israel-Hamas war.[22] The secretary of Iran’s Supreme National 
Security Council (roughly equivalent to the US National Security Adviser) met with 
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s Special Representative for Syrian Affairs, Alexander 
Lavrentiev, in Tehran on November 1, 2023, to discuss political and security cooperation 
and coordination in Syria.[23] Russian Defense Minister Shoigu spoke with Iranian 
Defense Minister Ashtiani once more on January 15, 2024. And Rustam Minnikhanov, 
chairman of the board of directors of the Tupolev aircraft manufacturing firm and head 
of the Russian Republic of Tatarstan where Iran has been helping Russia build a massive 
drone factory, made an official visit to Iran on February 14, 2024.[24] Minnikhanov 
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visited Esfahan, the heart of Iran’s military industry and especially the aerospace 
industry.[25] 
These high-level engagements are remarkable for their frequency during periods when 
both Russian and Iranian senior military officials should have been fully occupied with 
their own problems—the war in Ukraine in Russia’s case, and the Israel-Hamas War in 
Iran’s. Lower-level but possibly more significant technical experts have also been on the 
move. Seventeen Iranian officials reportedly visited a Russian air defense system plant in 
Yekaterinburg in March 2023.[26] The plant, under US sanctions for supporting Russia’s 
war in Ukraine, produces mobile launchers and other components of anti-aircraft systems 
including the advanced S-400 system.[27] 
 
Russia has been providing concrete assistance to Iran beyond the S-300 
batteries it delivered in 2016. The Russians launched an Iranian Khayyam 
remote-sensing satellite into space in August 2022.[28] Russia reportedly 
provides Iran with advanced surveillance software, cash, and technical assistance to Iran’s 
Space Launch Vehicle (SLV) and missile program.[29] The SLV program is particularly 
significant because it can support the development of nuclear-capable intercontinental 
ballistic missiles (ICBMs). The Russians delivered two Yak-130 combat trainer aircraft to 
Iran on September 2, 2023, likely as a down-payment on the delivery of the more 
advanced Su-35 fighter-bombers Iran has been requesting for some years.[30] The 
Russians have also reportedly been sharing captured US and NATO weapons, including 
Javelin anti-tank and Stinger anti-aircraft systems, with Iran presumably so that both 
sides can reverse-engineer them and develop counter-measures to them.[31] Russia and 
Iran were reportedly in negotiations with China to help Iran replenish its supplies of a key 
component of its solid-rocket fuel supply chain, although the outcome of that effort is not 
clear.[32] The Iranians have also reportedly asked Russia for help obtaining additional 
nuclear materials and with nuclear fuel fabrication.[33] 
 
Russo-Iranian military collaboration very likely shaped the design of Iran’s 
failed April 13, 2024, drone-missile strike on Israel, since the combination of 
drones, cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles Iran used mirrored packages 
the Russians have developed to penetrate US- and NATO-provided missile 
defenses in Ukraine.[34] The failure of that package to get more than a handful of 
ballistic missiles through should not generate complacency, especially since the Iranians 
now better understand what volume and combination of types of munitions they may 
need to penetrate Israeli air defenses. The Russians have moreover demonstrated in 
Ukraine that repeated attempts to find vulnerabilities in missile defense systems can 
ultimately succeed—and have shown that they are willing to share their insights with Iran. 
 
The Iranians have maintained a long list of Russian combat systems they desire for many 
years. The list includes the Su-35 and the Su-34, as well as S-400 air defense systems, 
tanks, and many other pieces of military hardware.[35] The Russians have historically 
dithered in giving Iran such advanced systems.[36] Before the full-scale invasion of 
Ukraine, Russian dithering likely resulted from Moscow’s efforts to balance 
between supporting Iran and maintaining good relations with Israel and the 
Arab States — all of whom would be seriously alarmed and alienated by the 
provision of such weapons to Iran. Since the invasion, the Russians have not had 
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such systems to spare. But Putin has moved closer and closer to siding openly with Iran 
against Israel. The victorious end of Putin’s war in Ukraine would lift the material 
constraints on the provision of advanced military equipment to Iran. 
 
The days of Russia balancing between Iran and Israel appear to be coming to an end, in 
fact. The Russians have become loud advocates of a ceasefire in Gaza, which Israel 
opposes, and have repeatedly hosted representatives of Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, 
and other Iran-aligned militias in Moscow.[37] Iranian Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Ali Bagheri Kani met his Russian counterpart, Sergei Ryabkov, in Moscow on 
October 26.[38] Hamas Politburo Member Musa Abu Marzouk was in Moscow at the 
same time and met Bagheri Kani there on October 27.[39] Iranian and Russian officials 
continued coordinating on the Israel-Hamas war in November 2023, and the readout of 
such a meeting in late December 2023 concluded that the Russians and Iranians were 
discussing “political ways” to end the Israeli ground operation in Gaza, force an 
immediate ceasefire, and provide humanitarian aid to Gazans.[40] Reports from about 
this time indicated that the Russians might even have been considering sending air 
defense systems to Hezbollah.[41] These efforts culminated in a March 19, 2024, 
conversation between Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi and Russian President Putin in 
which Putin said that he was “ready to cooperate more and more effectively” with Iran 
about the “Palestinian issue” and that Russia and Iran share the same position on that 
issue.[42] 

Constraints on Russia’s ability to supply Iran with advanced weaponry will also begin 
lifting if Russia defeats Ukraine. Ukrainian forces supplied with Western weapons have 
wrought havoc on Russian systems, destroying thousands of tanks and armored 
personnel carriers as well as aircraft and air defense systems. The Russian defense 
industry has been racing to make good Russian losses, and its inability to do so has led in 
part to Russia’s desperation for Iranian (and North Korean and Chinese) military 
assistance. Ukraine once defeated, however, the Russian defense industry will remain 
mobilized first to rebuild the Russian army, but then to resume the export of advanced 
military systems interrupted by the war. The increasingly close relationship between 
Russia and Iran spurred by Iran’s stalwart support for the Russian war effort makes the 
prospect that Russia will ultimately follow through on promises to give Iran some of its 
most advanced military systems much likelier than it has ever been. 

There is little reason to expect that the West can drive a wedge between 
Moscow and Tehran at this point. Russian rhetoric and actions have become 
ferociously anti-Western and have come to share many of the overtones of 
civilizational conflict that have long characterized Iranian ideology. The fact 
that Russia seeks, in principle, to build an anti-Western Christian civilization whereas 
Tehran desires an anti-Western Muslim one is not material as long as both agree that 
defeating the United States and its allies is the top priority, as they do. 

The primary constraint on Russian support to Iran, therefore, is Russia’s weakness. A 
Russia battered by failure in Ukraine, licking its wounds, and facing a strong and 
independent Ukrainian state will have limited resources and energy to devote to helping 
Iran. A Russia triumphant over the United States and NATO in Ukraine and with the 
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resources of Ukraine at its disposal, on the other hand, will have ample capacity to repay 
its friends and support them in their efforts to achieve an aim Russia shares — defeating 
the United States and expelling it from the Middle East. 

The notion that the United States should allow Russia to win in Ukraine in order to resist 
Iran in the Middle East is thus indefensible. Americans must internalize the unpleasant 
reality that the Russo-Iranian military bloc is a real and vibrant thing, that Moscow will 
support Tehran against us and our allies as best it can, and that Russia’s victory is Iran’s 
victory. Russia’s loss, contrariwise, is Iran’s loss. Those wishing to contain Iran therefore 
must also support helping Ukraine against Russia. 
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